Worbla’s® Meshed Art (WMA) - the new Worbla with the mesh on one side!
Like all the other Cast4Art products from the Worbla’s® Art Series it is entirely non-toxic and solvent-free. WMA is also activated by heat (best approx. 80-90°C / 175-195°F), becomes mouldable and shapeable and can be re-activated as often as wanted to.
Thanks to the mesh on one side the Worbla’s® Meshed Art is less susceptible as regards tearing out eyelets/ studs and similar things. In addition it is the perfect supplement for forming/ strengthening works with leather or fabrics. However, it is surprisingly possible to create as well great curvatures and organic forms, as needed e.g. in female breastplates!

Would you like to know more about it? blog.Cast4Art.de

The adhesive in Worbla’s® Meshed Art is stronger than in the Worbla’s® Finest Art;
So edges can be blended without almost any visible seams. Furthermore, it is really simple to create a smooth surface and it is also astonishing that it is possible to sculpt fine structures very well with it.
All kind of colors such as acrylics or spray paints can be used for painting the WMA.
Though, it is recommended to prime the surface before painting.
Beside this our Worbla’s® Meshed Art is partially made from recycled rice husks, a sustainable resource that through a high-quality processing it is integrated in our material in order to save natural resources. Do you want to know more?
As always, you can find photos, info and tutorials on our social media platforms!
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